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Anna Kanabaj
I love to travel and explore the earth, its people and its wonders, participate in various events
that will bring me closer to culture and traditions of a given country or region. During one of
my trips I had a chance to participate in carnival in Mindelo, which is probably the most
important celebration in Cape Verde. For one week the entire city seems to be celebrating.
The Carnival groups, different organizations, school kids and even school teachers are hitting
the streets to show the public their parade and dancing skills.
“Warrior’s Dream II” by Anna Rendecka
This digital graphic was created from traditional screenprint works combined with ecoline
paintings and tells a story of inner fears, dreams and longings. The concept was born out of
a fascination with the culture and history of Ireland, inspired primarily by prehistoric, Celtic
and early Christian times. The result represents the impact that living in Ireland for many
years has had on my life and art. The title “dream” refers to spiritual transfer to a distant
dream world in order to find peace and joy within the ancient legends hidden behind an
abstract world of signs and symbols. It explores an unreal space of the imagination, where
anything can happen, where joy and hope accompany reflection on life. The work not only
aims to help us forget our fears of an uncertain future during a pandemic, but also to become
an expression of inner emotions and feelings. The title and use of Celtic-inspired motifs and
shapes were a tribute to my Irish inner side alongside Irish history. Abstract forms were used
in conjunction with contrast and saturated colours bring positive power and energy as a way
to potentially enrich life with joy and optimism.

The photography shows members of one of the most popular groups of Mindelo Carnival the Mandinga groups. The Mandinkas are an ethnic group from other West-African countries
such as Senegal and Gambia. As a tribute to ancestors members of Mandinga groups started
to dress as the warriors. Depending on the group, they grease the body with oil and tar or
paint in blue, dress in skirts and brandish the weapons. During the parade the streets of city
quickly fill up with people who want to follow the Mandingas from start to finish, as ‘the
warriors’ create a unique, fun and chaotic carnival atmosphere.
It might seem a little bit much comparing Mindelo’s Carnival to those of Rio de Janeiro and
Salvador da Bahia in Brazil. But it was the legendary Cesaria Evora who said that „Mindelo is
a Brazilim” (Mindelo is like a tiny Brazil). Unlike giant cities like Rio or Salvador, the Carnival
celebration in Mindelo is a lot smaller, but the atmosphere is like no other - samba dancing,
live music, elaborate floats, beautiful costumes that causes the color explosion. And what’s
more, the locals invite everyone to celebrate.
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Sanniya is a Mixed medium painter, her work has been exhibited nationally
and internationally. Her artistic research is based on the concepts that
originated from the formula of building and reinforcing a non-threatening
society and environment securing mental health.
She likes the characteristics of versatility in her Artwork. Her work revolves
around various subjects of life including the birth of social abuse,
humiliation, dedicated life of a woman, and phenomenal theories of living.
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IG @sanniyaadnan
FB @Sanniya Adnan
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Elaborate a construction that looks for a transformation in the viewer’s
gaze and simultaneously presents floating space directed by static
images. The result of this construction leads us to a relationship with the
theme of memories, due to the materials used and the visual aesthetics
that this construction process causes. A set of family representations that
lead us to a new dialogue in search of a new mental image, but always
conditioned by the lived experiences.

IG @mabafonso
FB @mario.afonso.75
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The snapshots fill in the tale gaps as a starting point for a narrative journey,
a language both personal and of its own. The natural and urban surroundings of my last 25 years, transformed into projects and stories based
on ideas that emerge from my mind, the constant quest looking for the
answers to my questions, beliefs, and thoughts, introspections of futures
based on my present. Award-Winning Photographer and Visual Artist.

danielagra.com
IG @daniel_agra_
FB @agradaniel
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natoliy Anshin
anshin.art
IG @anatoliyanshin
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Hasedera Carp

Conversations with Lake Ashinoko

I have lived permanently in Japan for almost 20 years. My photography
is not about capturing things Japanese, however beautiful they might
look. It is aimed at visualizing and reconnecting with the spirituality of
ancient cultures that, although often lacking in our daily lives, are still
accessible if we keep our hearts and minds open. I hope my images
will serve as landmarks to this rich and meaningful cultural heritage.

Be Yourself
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arlos Aranha

International Award Winner, Canadian/Ecuadorian, Painter, Sculptor, Art
Installer, Judge for the International Art Festival at the Haegeumgang
Theme Museum in South Korea since 2018, Cultural Ambassador for the
International Council of Museums ICOM, ASPAC & ICAF. Aranha’s artwork
can be found in permanent collections in several important Art Museums
around the globe, as well as private collections, his work has been published in prominent art books and important magazines.

aranhaArt.com
IG @aranha_art
FB @carlos.aranha.988
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Dancing Through The Night

Spring

Autumn

Reaching For The Stars
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lli Asker

life-framer.com/photographer/elli-asker
IG @elliaskerphoto
FB @Elli Asker
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Clouds reflecting in water

I have a bachelor’s degree in Political science. After I discovered the world of photography,
it became an integral part of me and my world. I went through a lot of hardships in this life,
immigrated to Sweden due to persecution at home due to my sexual orientation.
My PTSD made my life difficult, but photography is a kind of way for me to heal my wounds.
I am looking for harmony in photography and I hope that viewers feel the same way I do.

Mystic

Golden hour silhouette

annick William
Assiedou
IG @yann_away
FB @Yann_AWAY_Artist
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Rêverie

Athena

Night dance

Hysteria

Artist based in Brussels, self-taught, Yannick Assiedou, has been
honing his skills in acrylic painting for the past several years. His roots
are on the Ivory Coast, which he left at a very young age to discover
the world. This reflects in his work, inspired by the biodiversity of our
planet combined with the multifaceted human perception.
Through bold colorful work, he is challenging the expression and
sensation of deep emotions.
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artportal.online/zuzana-botekova
IG @zuzanabotekova
FB @hodvabnesaly
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For freshering and strenghting

Sun in the heart every day

I’m a painter and textile artist based in Bratislava, Slovakia. I was born
in 1969, studied textile art at the Secondary School of Applied Arts in
Bratislava, then at the Academy of Fine arts and Design - Free Textile
Creation. I work with paintings, textile miniatures, utility textile, interior
design. I form abstract-conceptual compositions that express my
inner self. I aim to depict a dramatic but ultimately liberating picture
of the world, perceived through the prism of God’s presence in it.

Happiness always begins just above the ground

Zuzana

vUe

Anita Bartos is an artist, who is dedicated to analog collages with classic
cutouts and expands them with drawings. She leads courses focused
on collage, where she connects artistic creation with art therapeutic
elements. Anita completed the education of artefiletics and art therapy
in Prague and is also a member of the Czech Art Therapy Association.
She had exhibitions in Vienna, Bratislava, Prague, and Brno. Anita lives
and creates in Vienna, Austria.

anitabartos.com
IG @bartos.anita
FB @atelieranitabartos
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You’re here, too

Alice in wonderland

Flight to paradise
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Aldina H Beganovic

T

odorovic

Aldina’s art is a refined elaboration of reality seen through the eyes of
a dreamer. Her paintings are particularly audacious in color schemes,
lending nature, and idyllic and poetic life. She was born in Bijeljina
(former Yugoslavia, Bosnia and Herzegovina) in 1963. H Beganovic has
been garnering awards for her artwork since she was a young girl. With
a desire to help others, she earned a Master’s degree in Expressive Arts
Therapy. She is currently working in Italy.

aldinaa.page
IG aldinaart
FB @aldinart

When you hit colors

Flight
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Parrot

Rainbow tree
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I am an artist based in North Yorkshire England,however I am originally
from Poland. I like to call myself a line artist with a touch of abstract and
geometry. My main media are ink and watercolour on card. At present,
you can find my art work in an online gallery ARTWORK500. I have also
began cooperating with a gallery in Japan. In England, I have been taking
part in open exhibitions in York and Leeds. I am always saying that one line
can’t express me but hundreds or thousands allows me to express myself
openly. I don’t see lines as just a simple lines I believe it’s a pathway to
opening our imagainations and discovering things we have never seen.

FB @magdalena.biernacka.313
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Brussels based Creative Director and photographer Juanma Bonastre has
been honing his skills in photography for the past several years.
Juanma has specialized in low light photography. His work is a constant
game of light, shadows, and colour contrasts that capture the magic
in the ordinary.
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www.juanma.photos
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yörgyi Bors
IG @peppergyorgyi
FB @Bors Györgyi
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She grew up in public care until she was 18 years old. During her years
there, she turned to art. She studied graphics too, but she really excelled
in painting. Her Master was Kálmán Gasztonyi. It conveys feelings and
thoughts with its innovative style and the tools of abstract painting.
She has participated in many domestic and international competitions
and exhibitions (Budapest, London, Hongkong, New Jersey).
One of his works can also be found in the Public Collection
of a Hungarian museum.
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Karen is an emerging, self-taught artist, specializing in modern
abstract art. She takes inspiration from a variety of figures, genres,
and artists who have played an influential role in finding her own
style and form of expression. Born in South Africa, her work often
depicts hidden traces of cultural influences from lively colors, dark
outlines, and tribal configurations. She has an eye-catching style
that started from the age of 9 and has continued to develop into
her latest work.

IG @karen_burwell_art
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Katty Campinne, Art and Nature.
Her style is of a subjective abstract, a refined, uncluttered figurative.
She translates on her canvases the emotions that nature gives her,
with a predilection for trees, their aura, what they transmit us, tell us.
She paints a fantastic world, with the right choice of colors regarding
the implicit message she wants to carry on: take care of nature, our
earth. She gives her world’s vision in a relevant way.

kattycampinne.art
IG @kattycampinne
FB @kate.artiste.peintre

Les deux mondes

Printemps
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Strange Tree

Opposes

leksandra

			

Ciązynska

Paintings from the „Garden of Eden” series are full of colors and
warmth. They present a fairy-tale world in which probably each
of us would like to be. Colors are important in our lives because
they allow us to be optimistic about the future. They bring joy
and positive energy to everyday life.

ciazynska.pl
IG @aleksandraciazynska
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Through my work, I attempt to examine the phenomenon of
popular culture as a metaphorical interpretation of both kitsch
and fashion. My artworks take a critical view of social, political,
and cultural issues. They demonstrate how life extends beyond
its own subjective limits and often tell a story about the eﬀcts of
global cultural interaction. My works are saturated with obviousness, mental inertia, clichés, and bad jokes. If there is
anything to characterize me it is an experiment.

mirceacirtog.wordpress.com/
author/mirceacirtog/
FB @mircea.cirtog
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Schoppel Cut mainly uses fragments of works of art to create
a bridge between artistic traditions and Freudian fantasies
concerned with loss, between objects of desire and subversive
themes that haunt the present: social, political, the contrast of
one’s own culture, even one’s own ambivalence.

unveiled.ro/schoppel-cut
IG @schoppelcut
FB @SchoppelCollage

A lifelong spell
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Zgonirea din SeRAI

Last exit A prayer for God’s help
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Born in 1997 in Bucharest, Romania, Adriana Dănilă has graduated
from UNArte University with a BA in Fine Arts-Painting. Her works
depict the silent world of the human soul and explore themes such
as memory, meditation, the music of color, the human condition
with its struggles for life, time. „My goal is to create images through
which I can think and meditate. I think the images we create can
open windows for those who want to look through them. And those
who do will see the world through us.”

Disillusion, self-portrait

IG @adrdanila
FB @adrdanila
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As a native English copywriter living in Amsterdam, I’m endlessly
amazed and enchanted by this beautiful city. Whether I’m at home
or walking around, from dawn to dusk, color is everywhere.
Sometimes it’s a fleeting moment, but just long enough to make
a lasting impression. I captured these colorful moments during
everyday life with my Samsung S10 phone camera.

IG @mywriteidea
FB @ingridejong
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I am a seeker to endure in the Arts. My aim is to purvey color to this
shaken, twisted world. I am inspired by immediate surroundings,
curiosity, and daily artistic wanderings. As a result, I intend to bring
to life bright paintings full of delicious ambiguity and vibrant energy.
Compositions filled with personal and artistic flair, embellished by
the spirit and soul, infused by the artist within. I candidly love Art and
the sheer process of creating because it fuels my desire at its core.

artsy.net/partner/maggioart-consultancy/artists/
filipe-de-merisi
IG @filipedemerisi
IG @officialafrovenus
FB @Filipe.mendes.1884

Tearful

Corona
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Nativity

Brave New World

Time After Time
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martindosek.com/en
IG @martindosek
FB @martin.dosek

Kaleidoscope

Asleep

Half - life

Nexus

Sublimity
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The photographer who lives and works in Athens, Greece is recognized
for exploring the abstract or form-focused, which is characterized by
eroticism and inwardness, and features dark, dynamic figures bordering
the edge between reality and fantasy. His work has been exhibited all
over the world, he has won international photography awards, collaborated with Unesco on visual actions, worked with „Jacasseur”, the Black
Rabbit magazine in the US, etc.
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alexandrosemmanouilidis.com
IG @Alex__emmanouilidis
FB @Alexandros_Emmanouilidis

Self-taught artist, she practices the art of acrylic with a certain talent.
Rather than painting figurative subjects, she dares abstraction and
gives herself joy in a sketch of colors, where movement is king. She
defends freedom that she brandishes like a banner. Behind each of
her paintings, she indulges in impressions that may leave you doubtful
but which have woven her profile. This is not an art that we explain,
rather a long process of gestation, that we admire for its qualities.

artmajeur.com/cliette-enault
FB @Nahalah.art
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Mathias Escotto Gadea (MASCOGA, creator, designer, and curator of
DESMEDIR); Uruguayan multidisciplinary visual artist based in Berlin.
Student of curating and exhibition organization. Represented by HAZE
Gallery Berlin; has participated in several group exhibitions; co-author in
the book of young creators and emerging artists FLAMANTES - Madrid;
published by BlueBee London magazine. Co-author of the photobooks
ESTADA and VIVENCIAS, and exhibitor at the First Photography Festival
in Uruguay.

mascoga.com
IG @mas.coga
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razm Felcyn
felcyn.eu
FB @erazm.felcyn
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Erazm W. Felcyn (Poland, Gdańsk). Chairman of Art Committee
in Gdańsk branch of Association of Polish Art Photographers.
Debuted in 1965, in the next years he took part in about two
hundred exhibitions winning numerous medals and awards.
Since 2007 he is continuing his research of space placed
between classical photography from one side, and digital art
from the other. Numerous works of Erazm W. Felcyn were included
in the National Museum of Poland and private collections.
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Joana Felicissimo is a Portuguese Canadian Visual Artist and
Part-Time English Teacher based in Lisbon. She has always
been artistically inclined since her childhood but didn’t
pursue a career in the arts until recently. She graduated
from ULHT with a Bachelor’s Degree in Visual Arts in 2021
and her favorite mediums include pencil crayons, acrylic,
and gouache. She likes to bring color into a world that can
oftentimes be dark. Along with the use of colors, she enjoys
realism and details.

jafasaart.weebly.com
IG @jafasa.art
FB @jafasa.art
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I have been fascinated by the work of Andy Warhol since my youth. I love
the simplicity of his work and I also find his use of color phenomenal. I try
to integrate that into my own work as well. I have been looking for a long
time for depth in my work. I tried out several materials, but I never had
a satisfying feeling about them. With polystyrene, however, I can translate
my ideas onto canvas. That extra dimension gives a totally different image
of, for example, a city view. That is how I see it.

Bruxelles

eter Foesters
peterfoesters.com
IG @Peter Foesters
FB @foesterspeter

Avalon

Destruction Onawall

Darkness falls
Amberoid on a wall
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Born in Romania, 9 November 1987. Professional experience in
architecture, background in traditional art, a current 3D artist
specialized in environmental design.

cristina-gainaru.com
IG @3dsupercri

Media: “The Encyclopedia of Contemporary Romanian Artist” – 2018.
Exhibitions: 18 national and international in the last few years
(2 personal exhibitions).
Technique: oil painting on canvas, cardboard, and wood,
Tiffany stained glass, mixed media.

Hallucination

Tea O Clock

Four Seasons
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Energy Splash II
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Viktoria Ganhao is an experienced abstract artist whose paintings have
been featured in shows internationally and nationally.
Viktoria developed her current practice creating abstract paintings in
oil, acrylics, pigments, and inks using different tools and techniques.
Texture, color, gestural marks, and bold brushstrokes on multilayered
artworks depicting emotions and feelings, invite the viewers to develop
their own interpretation of the work. Each painting has a story to
be discovered.

viktoriaganhao.com
IG @viktoriaganhao
FB @viktoriafineart

Dancing
Floral
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Christian Gastaldi is a French self-taught artist, born on the shores
of the Mediterranean Sea. He makes art with materials that are not
originally meant for that, materials that have a strong human imprint.
His work is related to Art Modeste, Arte Povera, or Art Brut with an
expressionist dimension. But Gastaldi charts its own course, faithful
to the damaged materials he values, to the poetic dimension he
introduces in his works as the visual poet he wants to become.
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christiangastaldi.webgarden.com
IG @christiangastaldi
FB @christian.gastaldi.5

álmán Gasztonyi

Kálmán Gasztonyi was born in 1964 in Budapest. He began his painting
studies at the age of 15. His early works appeared in the international
art trade. He has been an exhibiting artist since 1992. There are four
portraits in Teleki-Degenfeld Castle in Szirák. More than a hundred of
his works have become the property of private collectors and public
collections in Germany. His oil paintings were auctioned at Munich’s
largest auction house.

gaszek.hu
IG @ateliergasztonyi
FB @Gasztonyi Kálmán(Gaszek)
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aphaël Gaudin

Born in 1972 in Rennes (France), Raphaël GAUDIN follows a course
in graphic arts. In 2015 he leaves Europe and settles in Tangier.
This particular part of Northern Africa with a view on Spain will feed him
with ideas and inspiration. Now based in Warsaw, he continues his artistic
journey with his painting that winds us up, unrolls us, and confuses us
with a common thread: the ribbon. Its full and loose curves intertwine,
dance, come together, separate and rejoin.
It is voluptuous, ethereal, colorful, free.

raphaelgaudin.art
IG @raphaelgaudin_artiste
FB @raphaelgaudin.artiste
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Surrounded

EleniGemeni.com
IG @elengemlux
IG @elengemlux2

Cityscape

Catwalk

Tweets

Eleni is a digital artist and experimental photographer. Her art combines
her photographs, drawings, and collages embellished with brushes,
textures, and vintage ephemera. Her post-processing art techniques
are exploratory and unconventional, making her art a visual journey that
embraces the unexpected.
She is an award-winning artist and has received multiple honorable
mentions in major international juried art & photography competitions.
Many of her works were exhibited in the US and Europe.

Be you

E

leni Gemeni

The little people

s

ilvia Gergely
IG @artbysilvya

Love

My early childhood was influenced by my uncle’s sketches, oil paintings,
and sculptures. If back then I was acquainted with watercolors and gouaches, now I mostly use acrylic paint, oil, ink, and pastels.
Although later on, I followed another path of life, I have always kept the
connection with art and when true love came into my life, I revived.
I mostly come up with abstract paintings, inspired by special moments,
people’s feelings, and nature or cityscapes.
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Violet dreams
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Aliens landing
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I paint both in watercolor and oil but I definitely prefer the former.
Painting in watercolor is always an experience, you are never certain
what the painting will look like in the end. Or, at least, this is what has
happened to me more than once. I also love (and try to achieve) the
luminosity and transparency of the watercolors. I sometimes use bold,
contrasting colors (like the paintings featured in this book), other times
I feel like using soft, subdued colors.

IG @aghinaci
FB @adina.ghinaci
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White Houses

Geraniums

Embrace

Speed
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ven Goewie

Sven G/M Goewie (°1974) - Belgium. After studying for master’s degrees in
photography & typography, he traveled the world for inspiration. That led to
Fashion Weeks & work in that industry, in print & magazine design, finding
his way back to very slow photography. He lives in Antwerp, he creates
urban & landscape stories with digital/analog medium & large format tools.
Experimenting with long exposures and colors, his work explores themes
of detachment, isolation, echoes & relics of the past.

goewie.be
IG @svengoewie
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Looking into solving self-imposed problems, I am a plastic artist that fell in
love with the process of creating and solving complex and less complex
colorful compositions about my own reality. I seek to bring an intimate and
introspective dimension to the contemporary practice discourse in the form
of aesthetic pieces in whatever medium. By being stripped from stereotypes
linked to ourselves and to men’s condition on dealing with feelings, a path for
healing is started.

joaogois.com
IG @joaogoisart
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Limits and limitations

Drowned World
Ego

XVIII

H

anna Góźdź

IG @hg.allery
FB @HGalleryy

I am an artist and scientist. I create visual arts, performances and recently I use
artificial intelligence to create a new approach. In my artworks, I use an innovative
technique based on ink, gesso, and using fluid dynamics. I am inspired by quantum
physics, neurobiology, mathematics (number 0), and eggs. I try to picture unsolved
equations, contradictions, and incomprehensibility.
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An artist of the Americas, Heather Hauptman is infused with stories and
creatures that manifest in her drawings and embroidery. Currently based in
Denver CO, returning home after nine years in Argentina, where she began
her journey as a self-taught artist. Her art is the place where vulnerability and
enchanted thinking collide. The great prairie of the American West and the
vast emptiness of Argentina’s Patagonia whispers to her, calling her to bring
forth her creatures into the world.

farfromhomedesign.com
IG @Heather Hauptman

Even in the dark night of the soul, you still shine

Heather

She Gathers All the Pieces Together
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Alone in my uniqueness

Blue pondering face

The Neighbor Lady embroidery
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I am a Ukrainian artist based in Poland. In 2016 I took part in creating the
first fully-painted animated movie “Loving Vincent”. My works are featured
in many private collections across the world. I have a diploma as a Textile
Artist. During my studies, I used to work with fabric and filaments. Now,
I try to mix these skills with painting. This way, the texture of the brushwork
looks like a set of threads. I’m kind of weaving a tapestry on canvas.

olenahorhol.com
IG @olena.horhol
FB @olenahorhol
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raga Michaela Iatan

High School of Fine Arts in Bucharest (5 years)
„Ion Mincu” Institute of Architecture (6 years)
• Member of the Union of Architects of Romania
• Member of the International Watercolor Painting Association of Japan
• Five personal exhibitions
• Participation in numerous group exhibitions in Romania, Italy, Spain,
Japan, Poland, France,
• Special Prize of the International Contest Step by Step in 2019, 2020, 2021
Paintings reproduced in Art of Watercolor and in Golden Boock.

FB @Michaela Iatan Art
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pollinariia Ilina

Artist, photographer, and cinematographer based in Moscow (Russia).
Apollinariia reveals in her works the psychology of human perception
and self-identification. Based on cultural memory, the artist works with
the psychology of perception of the human body in concept problems.
She works with the body-object, using semiotics and technical modifications, creating a certain image: „What we see is our experience.”

Bruxelles
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IG @apolli_li_
FB @Apollinariia Olegovna
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arón Izquierdo

A Spanish artist who creates works that play between magical Realism and
Surrealism mixed with «Pop» elements. His works have been awarded
various national and international poster and painting competitions.
Currently collaborating with the Museum of painted music „Crómatica” in
Toledo, continues presenting his works in different spaces, such as London,
South America, Paris, or Monaco. He is also preparing a collective and
a traveling exhibition around the world through the foundation Ayotl.

aaronizquierdo.es
IG @aa_izquierdo
FB @Aarón Izquierdo Art

HASTA LA FLOR!

WELCOME TO THE MALECÓN

OPEN MIND

MUJER FLORERO
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MAGNOLIAS DE ACERO

LA IMPORTANCIA DE LLAMARSE ARNESTO

K

anabaj

Photography presents what I see. It’s my true passion. When I take my camera
I escape from a daily reality to the world of magic created and seen by me.
One time it’s an attempt to show the beauty of the world, another time it’s an
attempt to show imperfections in what should be great. It is an effort to show
what impresses me, what in a given moment I consider to be intere-sting,
attractive and what makes me laugh or what scares me. I enjoy these
days when I stop the moments to be able to return to them for years.

IG @aniakanabaj
FB @ania.kanabaj
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Kantartzis (KANT)

My work revolves around the dipole of catastrophe and memory (mneme).
I collect objects and I try to tell stories in a unique universal way. My creative
works include paintings, sculptures, installations, photographs, engravings,
and collages. All media are used to answer questions, what remains, how
much its value is and how it can be used to express unrevealed emotions
and narrate new stories.

kantartzis.art
IG @drkantartzis

art
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vUe

Nature is dominant in my works, proving my love for it. Often I reinterpret
decorative motifs and use a flat tint. At the same time, I flirt with graphics
creating cycles of graphic works on different topics. I have participated in
Creative Camps in the country that opened my horizon and helped me
develop artistically. My works appear on countless book covers as well as
illustrations in both books and culture magazines. Main joint exhibits:
New York, Geneva, Bruxelles, Vilnius, Bucharest.

IG @blazena.karkus

art
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Melancholy

Amarilis

Regeneration

Solitude

udrak Khongpuang

vUe

Giant dog balloons in the field

Bruxelles

sudrakart.com
IG @sudrak_artist
FB @sudrak2u

One summer’s day

Sudrak is a distinguished Thai artist and renowned for the use of vibrant
colors to document the modern landscape. She has 14 solo exhibitions
from 2004 to the present, showing both in Thailand and abroad.
Her outputs besides painting include articles for a number of books
about art as an artist. Her paintings are celebrated by art collectors and
her exhibitions are praised by the public and media, both in newspapers,
magazines, and television by both domestic and foreign.

art

A Rubber duck and Eastern bluebirds

S

A Coin Machine and A Malayan Banded Pitta bird

m

onika Kokošková

Monika Kokošková je spolu s manželom Dušanom Kokoškom zakladateľkou kreatívneho a výtvarného ateliéru D&M ART POURING. Pôsobia
v meste Košice (SVK). Sú nositeľmi hlavnej európskej ceny EAA 2021
v kategórii POURING ART. Vo svojej tvorbe nechávajú voľný priebeh
farbám, náhodám a tvarom bez žiadnej nútenej sugescie. Určujú len
indície pre komunikačné naladenie, ako základu vnímania skrytých
odkazov, čím vytvárajú priestor voľného dekódovania ich umeleckých
výpovedí, priamo individuálnym vnútorným vnímaním a pocitom
diváka. Sprievodným znakom ich tvorby je rôznorodosť a netradičnosť.

Bruxelles
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dmartpouring.canvy.art
FB @DMArtPouring

o

lga ’Dzii’ Laaksonen

I’m an Artist, Entrepreneur, and Art Therapist from Turku, Finland.
I’m a generalist - explorer of life and opportunities. My abstract
paintings are full of stories, unspoken words, and emotions.
What you see in the paintings depends on your own imagination.
So tell me, what do you see?

IG @artbydzii
FB @Planet Dzii
FB @Olga ‘Dzii’ Laaksonen
FB @Dzii7

Still Alive

Power of Now

Bruxelles
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Balloons

Sounds of Nature

L

acquement

Fascinated by the many facets of paper, I collect recycled sheets.
This transformed material retains the power of the tree, but also
offers a fragility reflecting that of ecosystems. In 2019, I created
an installation that asked the public about the disappearance of
beetles. Visitors could discover entomological boxes, glass bells,
containing colorful and curved papers beetles, sometimes merging
with the support on which they rested, vague memories
of collections from an antediluvian museum.

helenelacquement.com
FB @Hélène Lacquement artiste
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Helene

vUe

V

ilma Leino

Bubble Bath

vilmaleino.com
IG @vauhtivilma

The Powder Room

Vilma Leino is a Finnish-born, Berlin-based photographer. Her work
focuses on self-portraiture, which she uses to reflect inner emotions,
solitude, memories, and personal experiences. Her photographs experiment with strong color schemes, composition, and the human body. It is
a one-woman show balancing between beauty and horror, where being
in control and the fear of losing it are in a constant dialogue, forming
a story about personal growth and fears forming into strength.

vUe

The Witness

Bruxelles
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Hair In My Dish

Artificial Weather

O

livier Lentze

After more than 30 years in the financial industry, I decided last year
to step into the world of Art with my own creations.
olivier-lentze.com
IG @olivier.lentze

Bruxelles
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Matthias

L

ück

In my work, there is always something like a symbolic approach, sometimes
stronger and sometimes less. I like to tell little stories or even fairy tales.
I like to throw together current topics, inventions, and history, stir vigorously,
and am often amazed at what comes out of it. While I am actively strolling
through the world, I soak up everything that has largely to do with myself
and my environment and put that into my paintings.

www.lueckart.de
IG @lueck_matthias
FB @lueckart.de

The milky way
Just a holy fire

vUe

When is a sign a sign

Bruxelles
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Rummel bleibt Rummel - The hype remains hype!

Flucht nach Vorn

rigitte Maquet

art
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Respiration

Fer de lance

belgianart.be/fr/profile
/maquet-brigitte
IG @brigittemaquetpeinture
FB @brigittemaquetpeinture

Bruxelles

Brigitte Maquet, a Belgian, artist-painter, grew up in a family circle
passionate about nature, and contemporary art.
For her, the protection of the environment is a subject of inspiration and
her best way of awakening us to this essential issue is to make us immerse
ourselves in its colors, its extraordinary forms, its musicality.
A great traveler, she also shares with us her love of wide-open spaces.
Her work exudes a powerful energy that overwhelms our senses and
draws us into her dance.

Concerto pour violoncelle

B

Bruxelles

vUe

annamarciniak.art
IG @annamarciniak_art
FB @Anka-Marciniak
-Visual-Artist

Sensitivity

Observer

The Spirit of the House

Anna Marciniak - Born in Warsaw / Poland (1984).
She studied painting and graphics at the Academy of Fine Arts
in Warsaw. Diploma in painting in the studio of Professor Jarosław
Modzelewski and diploma in illustration in the studio of Professor
Zygmunt Januszewski. A scholarship holder of the Ministry of Culture.
Artist creates oil painting, illustration, and graphic design (print and
digital). She took part in many exhibitions in Poland and Europe.

art

Under the light

A

nna Marciniak

J

ovan Matic
IG @matic__jovan

art

Bruxelles

My artistic practice emerges from contemporary, current topics that
concern me and in which I feel like a part of the machine.
My art is a view of everyday and ubiquitous situations, where from
the side, as an observer but also an accomplice, I try to understand
and show what are the emotions that most people and I are drawn
into socio-economic events of which we are largely unaware.

vUe

Iveta

M

ihailova

I am an artist from Vratsa, Bulgaria. My creative path began in 1996.
The areas I have worked in are; painting and applied art. Since 2008
I deal with graphic design and advertising. Many of my searches are
related to art and its application in social institutions. I am the author
of a number of scientific publications in this field.
White-black compositions, the chessboard, the contrast between
white and black, the simple forms have fascinated me for years.

Bruxelles

art
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FB @ivetamihailovaart

d

enitsa Mihaylova

Denitsa Mihaylova is a painter based in Sofia, Bulgaria.
She graduates Master’s Degree at National Academy of Art, Sofia
Bulgaria. Denitsa has several solo exhibitions and participations in
various art projects and exhibitions in Bulgaria and Europe.
She is a member of the Union of Bulgarian Artists. Through her art
Denitsa present a journey to one world fulfilled with colors, lines,
figures inspired from the nature and from the colorful emotions that
are trying to touch and to provoke the spectators.

Bruxelles

art
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dmartgallery.com
IG @denitsa.mihaylova.art
FB @denitsam

m

Jose

unoz-Castelblanco
marcel.pt/jos_munozcastelblanco
IG @josemunozcastelblanco
FB @Jose Munoz-Castelblanco

Born in Colombia, I live and work in France since 2007.
From my earliest memories, I have always been interested in arts, dance,
and painting. I painted as an amateur for many years, but, about two
years ago, I decided to reach the next step and become a professional
artist. “Color possesses me. I don’t have to pursue it. It will possess me
always, I know it. That is the meaning of this happy hour: Color and I are
one. I am a painter.” Paul Klee

Bruxelles

art
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R

ica Nemtanu

As an artist, I am asking if happiness can be just a splash of color.
The abstractions and syntheses, the ruptures between the surface
painting and the internal compositional logic emphasize that the
state of happiness does not lie in the seen form, but in the primary
instinct of accomplishing the works. In the effective creation of
a micro-universe by touch. An explosion about what is real as
feeling, about passion and instinct, in which happiness really is
a stain of color lived intensely.

IG @allaboutrica
FB @Rica Nemtanu

Bruxelles
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Childish

Forbiden desire

My heaven
Red flowers

Gaze

Anne

N

ickels

Anne Felicie Nickels is a self-taught artist born in 1964 in Malmö,
Sweden. Her artistic career began in 2016 and she has since
participated in various kinds of exhibitions, many of which were
selected by a jury or balloting committee. Nickels’ artwork belongs
to art collectors spread in Europe. She has been awarded internationally and published in books and magazines around the world.

Bruxelles
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konstihunneberga.com
IG @anneihunneberga
FB @konstihunneberga

K

arolina Nózka

Although my professional career goes away from art, creation was
always close to my heart. I used to paint at school, however reactivated
this passion again last year. I am self-taught taking inspirations from
scenes and pictures I see pure beauty in. For me, painting is primarily
a form of relaxation and self-expression.

IG @jakora_0

Ladislav

O

lexa

The Slovak artist, who uses reduced coloring to transfer the viewer
to a unique dreamy realm full of symbols, nature, and realities of old
rural areas. His old log cabins encompass the picturesque beauty
of vintage architecture, forgotten tales, and romantic evanescent
countryside. He uses a dominant color that carries emotion and
draws us into unique scenery. Beauty, kindness, melancholy,
and human warmth are the essence of the author´s works.

Bruxelles
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IG @olexaladislav
FB @Ladislav Olexa

dB

enisa Olexa
ogdalíková
bogdalikova.eu
IG @denisa_olexa_bogdalikova
FB @ Denisa Olexa Bogdalíková

art
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I use color as an accent in the presented collection “Plato’s cave”.
The colors are carriers of light, and they form shadows. Figures are
painted in a positive and negative image. These figures grow up
from the mass of color, or they cut to that mass. Painting is laid
to the surface of canvas or 3D sculptures. I apply the painting to
highlight its plasticity. Simultaneously, I present the collection
“Neuralgic point” composed of twenty miniatures.

vUe

KP

atarzyna

ander-Liszka

art

Bruxelles

Katarzyna Pander-Liszka, born in 1970 in Poland, artist, painter, worked for
many years as an interior designer and created decorative elements for the
interiors in form of a mixed media collage. For several years, fascinated by
the richness of colors, she focused on painting on silk. Finally, she discovered
the magic of resin epoxy painting – the very technique that allows Katarzyna
to express best her own artistic vision, transferring her intimate emotions into
a unique, color-rich world.

kasialiszka.art
IG @kasialiszka.art
FB @Katarzyna Liszka Art

vUe

Ka-Ho

P

ang

kaho-pang.com
IG @kahopang
FB @khpangphoto

Born in 1985 and raised in the suburbs of Paris, Limeil Brévannes, of parents of Hong
Kongese descent. Studied IT engineering; Master’s degree in 2009. Moved to Hong Kong
at the end of 2009 to try to live from photography. Worked in commercial photography
until 2018 then switch to street photography. Currently lives and works in Amsterdam
from beginning 2019. Had his first exhibition „Invisible” in Amsterdam in 2020
at the WM Gallery where the After Night market was also displayed.

Bruxelles
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M

aria Papadopoulou

Maria Papadopoulou is a visual artist from Greece and her main means
of expression are painting, video art, and the creation of interactive
installations. She has graduated from the School of Fine and Applied
Arts of A.U.TH., she has a master’s degree in Audiovisual Arts from
Ionian University and she has a Ph.D. in cinema from A.U.TH. She has
shown her work in two solo exhibitions in Greece, and also participated
in dozens of group exhibitions in Greece and abroad.

Bruxelles
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FB @allotriosis

aterina Papategou

Katerina Papategou is an Athens-based artist who works mainly in
mixed-media art. A principal theme in KP’s work is the nature of face
and she is also concerned with issues surrounding climate changes,
birth deficit, and human rights. Normally, the face is a mask that
changes depending on the audience and the variety of social
interactions. Facial appearance is vital for human recognition and
communication. The faces of KP symbolize the models that want
to pass us the social media.

IG @Katerina_Papategou
FB @Katerina Papategou
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b

ianca Paraschiv

Bianca Paraschiv, 23 years old, is a professional visual artist, graduate of the
National University of Arts in Bucharest, 2020, Painting department. She is
currently a Master student, Painting department. She participated in over 40
national and international group art exhibitions, as well as at two personal art
exhibitions. The topics that inspire her most are philosophy, psychology and
architecture. In the last two years, she achieved 8 International and National
Art Awards in Spain, the U.S.A. , England-the UK, Italy and Romania.

IG @bianca_paraschiv_art
FB @biancaparaschiv.art

Atlas

Shape of a memory

Essence

vUe

Geometry of a feeling

Bruxelles
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ANDREI PĂRĂUȘANU was born in 1991, in Lipova, Romania.
He studied Painting at the West University of Timișoara, Faculty of
Arts and Design, and obtained a BA degree, in 2014 and a MA degree,
in 2016. In 2020 he received a Ph.D. from the Doctoral School of Arts,
West University of Timișoara, with a thesis on The Phenomenology
of Recomposing Pigmentary Colours. Currently lives and works in
Timișoara as an artist and assistant lecturer at WUT,
Faculty of Arts and Design, Painting Department.

IG @andrei.parausanu
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d

imitrios Paterakis

I was born in Athens, Greece. Since I remember, I was taking pictures
with toy cameras and filmed in super 8 format. Later in University,
I enter the SLR world and the black and white film. Digital Photography
attracted me early due to the easiness of the post edit process. I prefer
to work with natural light, and I like to visualize the photo before the
caption and mainly prefer the B&W conversion. As a photographer, fine
art, portraits, travel, and landscapes are my passion.

kiranfineart.com
IG @kiranfineart
FB @dimpaterakis

Blue lagoon

Shades of green

Bruxelles
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Fire on the sky

I’ve started being interested in arts when I was a teenager. After a while
I decided that photography is the right field for me, so I have applied to
‘Vilnius college of design’. After graduating I tried working with fashion
photography until I relocated to Denmark, where after a year I started
working as a photo editor in a photo studio in Aarhus. I still work there,
but since I needed to express myself creatively more than I do at my
work, I started an ongoing art project ‘On the Dot’.

IG @aurelijapestene
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odasca
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IG @dianart.df
Rose Surrounded by Buds

Self-taught eclectic photographer holding a B. A. in philology.
Eccentric polymath with a progressive cosmopolitan mindset.

Pipe Faucet

Abstract ICM Light Painting

In 2021, I had distinct artworks simultaneously displayed in group
virtual and physical exhibitions at The Holy Art Gallery in London.

Old Man Rowing on the Danube River

P

Diana-Florina

ngelika Prapa

I was born in Graz, Austria, and was raised in Greece. I completed my
studies in comparative literature and psychology while I was exploring
different modules in art. After a certain point in my life, It was a necessity
for me to deal with life and reality through art. I studied fine arts at the
Aristoteles University in Thessaloniki where I graduated with excellence.
I participate in many exhibitions in Greece and Europe, organized several
projects, and had four solo Exhibitions.

angelikaprapa.com
IG @angelikaprapa
FB @angelika panagiotidou
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Prins van

w

ijngaarden

In her artworks, Inge reflects on how she experiences and sees life.
She reflects on themes that concern her: from essentials to daily trifles,
often with a touch of humor. Her sources of inspiration are nature, human
behavior, and the properties of materials. Sustainability is at the heart of
everything she makes. She likes to show the properties of cardboard in
her work. She has come to use the specific „ripple” properties as an artistic
starting point, for both abstract and figurative work.

ingeprinsvanwijngaarden.com
FB @Inge.prinsvanwijngaarden
IG @ilpvw
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P

utnina

I have graduated from the Art Academy of Latvia in 1992 and the
Baltic International Academy in 2011 in Riga, Latvia. Since 1994
participated in exhibitions, workshops, plain airs, and other projects
in Latvia and abroad. Important for me is the reaction of the people,
who will watch my works, and important for me as an artist is,
probably, self-expression, space around me and my work, I speak
about physical and emotional space.

IG @ainaputnina2
FB @aina.putnina

Waiting with closed eyes

vUe

Stairs to te second floor
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Portrait of a stranger

Aina

Game

Afternoon in the park

J			 R

oonas ‘JoJo’

JoJo is a self-taught Helsinki-based artist, who started this acrylic adventure
during the summer of 2020. Inspired by bold colors, shades and urban feel
and forms, provided anywhere from vintage movies, music, retro psychedelia
to working late nights with food in professional kitchens the feeling comes
through in every painting and the colors tell a story that only they could.

art
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äsänen

IG @jojo.de.barengas
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Blood Orange
Celebrity

The Wait

Disco

Apocalyptic Flower

a

nna Rendecka

Border

I am an art historian, graphic artist, a graduate of the Faculty of Graphics
at the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw. I deal with graphic art, design, and
illustration. Drawing, painting, and photography are my biggest passions.
I am an enthusiast of Celtic culture. The main inspiration for my work is
human psychology. My paintings are abstract expressions of colors.
I use contrast and saturated colors because they have amazing power
and energy. This is my way to enrich life with joy and optimism.

portfolio.rendecka.pl
IG @annarendecka

Bruxelles
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Warrior’s Dream I

Migraine

d		 R

aniela
eyes Rivera

dr1063.wixsite.com/my-site-1
IG @reriverart

My art is a celebration of nature, its perfection, its elements, everything.
Every day I discover new shapes, colors, textures that are in a constant
transformation which is fascinating and inspiring for me. My process of
creating is spiritual; my whole body connects with my senses, my soul,
the earth, and I want to transmit this feeling to my audience.
I am interested in environmentalism and I feel concerned about the
future, so I want to impact people in a way that results in global change.

Color Composition

Colombian Cloud

Bruxelles
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oeser
reneroeser.com
IG @roeser.rene
FB @rene.roeser
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Light transformation machine

Eggdance on slim hands

Eggs with liquides

Colors of Liège
Fb meat grinder

Luxembourg-based contemporary photographer René Roeser
presents themselves prima facie as combinations of buildings,
people, and everyday objects i. e. everyday life; yet at second
look precisely this apparent familiarity is lead ad absurdum.
Influenced by surrealist painters, he is using his camera to place
small objects into urban or natural landscapes to create a new
and unusual situation.

Bruxelles

Rene
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nna Rogatchi

Inna Rogatchi is an internationally acclaimed artist, art curator, and art
historian. She works extensively in the various directions of expressive
contemporary art, creating her works in her signature mixed media
technique. Inna creates in a metaphorical and poetic way, having various
references in her works to world cultural heritage and different cultural
traditions, from Italian to Japanese. Inna is actively exhibiting
internationally, with her works in many collections worldwide.

innarogatchiart.com
IG @InnaRogatchi
FB @Inna Roogatchi

Bruxelles
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In the Mood of Miro

Octet in Blue

Haiku

After Monet

Last exit

Simona
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ossi

Motó (Simona Rossi) é un’artista che vive in provincia di Napoli,
psicologa e pittrice autodidatta appassionata di arte fin da
bambina ha sempre avuto fogli e colori tra le dita per passare
presto alla pittura, prima figurativa, evoluta in astrattismo è alla
continua ricerca degli stati d’animo di chi osserva. Tetraplegica
incompleta, le opere sono realizzate con l’uso delle cinque dita
residue in due mani.

Bruxelles
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pitturiamo.com/it/pittorecontemporaneo/moto-24905
IG @motosimmi
FB @simonarossi1969

Pauline Schulze is an emerging German-based mixed media artist.
She studied International Business and holds a master’s degree in
Design Professional Practice. She has founded and runs her own
independent fashion brand. It was these years working in fashion
that set the foundation for her art which is inspired by fashion, colors,
shapes, and process of creation. Her work is characterized using
different materials decontextualizing and transforming objects from
fashion and interior design.

projectfashionart.com
IG @project.fashionart
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Colour Path

I drink my coffee alone

New Day Begins Bright

Centered

Inner Feelings

Colour Path

G

unther Schweigert

Usually I’m travelling around the shores of the Mediterranean Sea to
take photos of people in everyday life in Black & White, but from time
to time I find myself in Color Photography. While photos of people are
most a Black & White issue for me, sometimes the motif literally calls
for Color. That is, what the life consists of, Sounds, Smells and Colors
and the feelings and associations that everyone feels for themselves.
I’m a German architect, who, after 30 years, gave up his independence
to follow his passion and started a small company as a freelance
photographer.
„Pictures never say anything about the beginning and they are silent
about what comes next“

Bruxelles
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out-for-lunch.net
IG @outforlunchphotography

Ivone

S

egade

Ivone Segade, 53, is a psychiatrist from Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
Through art, she translates the universe of psychiatry that permeates
her daily life, giving color and shape to the feelings shared with her.
She was part of the group of visual artists at Galeria 27 in Búzios. Some
of her works were published in the 10th edition of the national and
international magazine ARTE & ESTILO. This year she held an exhibition
at the Estação Viva cultural space, in Canelas Estarreja, Portugal.

IG @agianniotakismarkos

Bruxelles
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Evandro, o desempregado

Adão

Eva

Fluido

Ouro da Terra

Homem de Madeira

I was born in 1955 in Athens, Greece, where I’m leaving. I have studied
Economics at the University of Athens, as well as Fine Arts at the
„Academie des Beaux-Arts, Besancon” in France. Painting for me is
a passion and a way to express my feelings. In my painting life, I was
lucky because I have been taught by great Greek painters, learned
painting ways from them. After wondering about various motives,
I ended up painting like an impressionist or abstract painter.
Exhibitions: 5 individual and 4 group ones.

IG @nsimakos2018
FB @Nikos Simakos art
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Snooze
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Don’t match to matches

art

Flow

I’ve started my journey with photography in 2015, casually taking photos
on a holiday trip. It became my hobby and then my biggest passion. I’m
really into conceptual work, especially photo manipulations. I think that
by creating something that can’t really happen in real life I can provoke
thoughts and reflections about the world and humanity. I’ve created my
diploma project „Garden of Thoughts” and I’m currently working on my
second project - to be announced.

signusart.wordpress.com
IG @signus_art
FB @signusart

Bruxelles
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Uslada is an artist born in Latvia and living in Belgium. She taps into the
flow of life to create her sensual and exuberant paintings. Her artistic
style is a truly unique blend of color, texture, and intricate shapes which
portray the magnificence of the Universe, and the beauty of all of us in
it. Her other artistic medium is poems. Philosopher and art writer Marcel
Paquet, who knew and wrote about Magritte, Botero, Calder, and Mirò,
dedicated one of his last essays to Uslada’s art.

uslada.art
IG @uslada.art
FB @uslada.art
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TAT TVAM ASI

RETURN TO FREEDOM

LULLABY I

LULLABY II

J

olita Šlepetienė

Light clouds of summer

Before the rain
The trajectory of movement over water

When spikes and shadows are falling

Light clouds of summer
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JOLITA ŠLEPETIENĖ was born in 1968, based in Ukmergė, Lithuania.
Painter, ceramist, Fine Art teacher. Education: Vilnius University, Philology, Vilnius Academy of Arts, Fine Art teacher. My paintings are based
on natural motifs, observing how the boundaries of the seasons melt,
leaving the feelings and excitement of the experienced journey.
The road runs from one’s home to another, to people who are
close and beloved or just met or maybe passed in time but left signs
of their lives.

jolitasl.weebly.com
/jolita-slepetiene-art
IG @Jolita Šlepetienė
FB @Jolita Šlepetienė

vUe

uca Sorato

The Green Barber

My name is Luca Sorato and I’m a street portrayer. „Umani Urbani,
extraordinarily normal people, and places” is a photographic project
born from the desire to portray life, an infinite theatrical representation
where the street is the stage, the people the actors and the ordinary
becomes extraordinary. Photographers are those who take
photographs as a profession; I’m a street portrayer.

umaniurbani.com
IG @umaniurbani
FB @umaniurbani

The Lady In Blue

L
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Pink Lady In Red

The Mask

b

uturac

Red and Blue

My name is Mirjana Spajić Buturac and I come from Croatia.
For the last year, I have been doing mostly macro photography.
I photograph oil droplets in water. Under the influence of ultraviolet
light and a fluorescent poster under the bowl of water, the oil droplets
took on a three-dimensional effect. One of the photos called Saturn
was chosen as one of 10 representing Croatia at this year’s FIAP.
In the last six months, I have had three solo exhibitions with my
macro photographs.

sweetdropsofcosmos.com
IG @mirjanaspajicbuturac
FB @mirjana.buturac
Blue Harmony

Mirjana
Spajić
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Bubble Circus

Explosion of pink

Petra

S

tefankova

Petra Štefanková studied graphic design and film and TV in Bratislava and
Prague, and she took a short course at Central Saint Martin’s, UAL, in London.
She has worked on advertising, editorial, animation, and publishing projects
globally. She collaborated with VooDooDog Animation on the title sequence
for the Hollywood film Nanny McPhee 2. She is an award-winning artist,
Channel4’s 4Talent Award 2007, Minister of Culture of SR Award 2019 winner,
and Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts in London.

petrastefankova.com
IG @petrastefankova
FB @petra.stefankova.773

Flowers I

Human and Robots

Urban Life

Yellow Bubble

Mirroring
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Flowers II

R

omeo Strakl

Born on August 23, 1962, in Maribor. He lives and works in Sv. Trojica
/ Slovenia. After high school for design in Ljubljana, he started working
in comics. He has released 3 comic books. He specializes in graphics,
especially screen printing. At the international exhibition Ex Tempore
Ptuj 2020, he received the recognition of the expert jury. Under the
name Art RoBa, he dedicates himself to painting, especially watercolor
painting in combination with drawing and graphics.
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artroba.si
IG @romeostrakl
FB @Art RoBa

Anja

s

trelec

Anja Strelec (born Varaždin, 1985) is a Croatian director, photographer,
and audiovisual artist who lives and works in Brussels. In her work, she
mostly concentrates on social topics, portraying both individual human
stories as well as society as a whole. Her multidisciplinary approach,
working with a diversity of visual formats - video, documentary film, and
street photography – enables multifaceted storytelling. She is currently
exploring minimalist photography.
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anja-strelec.com
IG @anja_strelec_photography
FB @AnjaStrelecAudiovisual

PS

ui

PAL SUI is an award-winning mixed-media artist with collectors in at
least six countries so far. Independent visual artist with studies in Art and
specializations in Modern and Contemporary Art. Her works have been
shown in galleries, nightclubs, hotels, journals. She teaches art, drawing,
writes a series of articles, flirts with book illustrations. Fascinated by
recycling, she creates her own artistic manifesto. She used aluminum,
applying them through the collage technique on canvas.

IG @pal_sui
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My artistic path started in Brussels by taking live model, painting classes
in a studio. I like to work with material; from a piece of paper/ wrapping,
trying to hijack, integrate, and make it the starting point of a sensation
around which to explore. To dive in and be guided by intuition and follow
the unexpected, to surrender and let the painting take shape and spirit.
Painting is a journey for me. This series was created in nomad studios.

sypaintings.com
IG @sypaintings

Partes

Impressions

Tesalas

Empreintes
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Mossaique

V

ivien Szaniszlo
vivienszaniszlo.com
IG @vivienszaniszlo
FB @Vivien Szaniszlo Art
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The Fortune Teller
Nothing is as harmful to my health as loving you

Never forget to smile

My name is Vivien Szaniszlo, I am a self-taught, Hungarian-based
surrealist painter. Mostly I express myself through women’s portraits;
usually, I use vivid colors to speak with my brushstrokes. I love to put
dark twists in my art; one of the most important things is for me to
motivate people to think through my paintings. I would like to pull
them out of their monotonous comfort zones. I find pleasure to catch
something aboriginal, spiritual in the connection in human
relationships as well.

Completely healed, but never recovered
Isolation from myself

Aranka

S

zékely

Dr. Aranka Székely was born in 1966 in Transylvania. Aranka is a doctor by
profession and an artist by her passion and creative mind. She currently
runs her private medical practice in Hungary. Aranka has participated in
a lot of solo and group international exhibitions and has been awarded
many times with international prizes. Her masterpieces are displayed in art
magazines and yearbooks in Europe and USA.Art gives her a huge joy and
helps her cope with everyday stress.

ateliernataliagromicho.com
/arankaszekely
IG @#arankaszekely
FB @aranka.szekely.5
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Explosion of light

Sensuality

Waiting for him

Petals
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amille Theodet
IG @camille_theodet.art
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The truth

My work is based on the classical paintings of art history. I am working
with airbrush, acrylic, spray paint, and gold paint on canvas. I propose
a provocative vision of what was considered sacred in art history and
create new stories from what has existed. Those classical characters
are presenting themselves as they would never have been seen in art
history. I want to create an image completely offset with the first purpose
by mixing ancient codes with our modern ones to recontextualize.

M

arieke Thijssen

After graduating from ArtEZ Institute of the Arts, Marieke Thijssen (b. 1964)
has been working independently as a designer and artist. She lives and
works in Amsterdam. Her works on paper reflect fragments of thought
and feeling, inspired by plant life. They are a realization of a moment,
a private glance at nature. Some appear observations of movement and
texture while others resemble excerpts of a longer story. The bouquet
series is a portrait of edible plants in different compositions.

containerontwerpstudio.nl
IG @container_ontwerp

Bouquet enchinacea salvia viola
Twigs
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Petal
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Bouquet with melissa

Bouquet with calendula

Antoaneta

T

ica

Antoaneta Tica is a Romanian visual artist. From performances to wearable arts and textile works, her art pieces interrogate the relationship
between humans, nature, and evolution. Interested in climate change
and environmental awareness, the artist creates mainly with recycled
materials - plastic, paper, textiles, wire, beads, CD-s. The textures she
makes by transforming these matters are often three-dimensional and
form unexpected volumes in which the original object is unrecognizable.

IG @antoanetatica
FB @AntoanetaTica

Are You Thirsty Detail
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Let Them Be(e) - Boots

Let Them Be(e)

Splash

Last Exit

Are You Thirsty

E

MadalinaTrofin

lena

Born on July 29, 1997, Petroșani. In 2020 he graduated from the Faculty
of Arts and Design, West University of Timișoara, Painting department.
She has exhibited at Emerging Artists Awards 2021, Studio 204/210, July
2021, and more. As a creative approach, her works combine different
techniques and materials to outline an emotion in a strong chromatic,
capturing an artificial communication between the characters affected
by the virtual area and the viewer through direct, real contact.

IG @trofin_madalina_elena
FB @Trofin Madalina Elena

Lost Connection
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Bidirectional Action
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On a glass sea

The Mirage of a Screen

Out of the Screen

v

agner

Having graduated in St.Petersburg, it was natural for me to continue the
tradition of realistic painting, choosing pastel as a material that combines
both pictorial and graphic qualities. After the stages of experimentation
with abstract forms, I explored various modernist methods of working with
color. Of particular importance to me was the research of Zorved, a group
of artists who worked in Leningrad in the 1930s. Their color charts inspired
me to create these paintings.

anastasiavagner.com
IG @anastasievagner
FB @anastasia.vagner.982
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Linda
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an den
ossche
				
My name is Linda Van den Bossche. I was raised in Flanders and I live in
Brussels. I have always been passionate about photography and a few years
ago I started taking courses to improve my technique. My favorite subjects
are landscapes and portraits. Although I am more familiar with natural light
and shadows, I took on the opportunity of taking evening photographs with
artificial light with a sense of enthusiasm and curiosity. We are never too old
to learn something new!
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FB @fotografielindavdb

e

llen Vandeperre

Hi, I’m Ellen, born and living in Belgium. I draw and paint and I’m a lot
inspired by nature. We, humans, miss out on the diverse looks of many
moths because they mainly live at night. Their magnificent patterns and
colors have true powers: camouflage, recognition, and attraction. I show
a few of them who live in or pass through Belgium on their migration
journey. For these drawings with pastels, I enlarged a fragment of a wing
and deformed it a bit to fit well on the rectangular A3 paper.

IG @vep_elva

Catocala Fraxini
Camptogramma Bilineata

Deilephila Elpenor
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Miltochrista Miniata
Daphnis Nerii

Endromis Versicolora

Eszter

v

arga

Chill

I am a freelance photographer from Hungary. These pictures are a special
kind of macro photography. Colorful lights as they reflect on various surfaces. Every image shows for you a little magical piece of our world what
everywhere exists in our ordinary objects but is invisible to the naked eye,
their message is, that we can find something beautiful and harmonious in
everything around us. In addition, abstract photos are especially suitable
for illustrating emotions, feelings, and various concepts.

IG @colorofyourlife.art
FB @eszter.varga.180

Strange messages

Stellar

Exciting_red
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Hope
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lessandro Villanucci

Alessandro Villanucci was born in Florence; graduated in Medicine and
Surgery, he carries out his profession in one of the largest hospitals in
Tuscany. His interest in photography began with his father’s legendary
Voigtlander. With time and passion, he has refined his style by developing
a spontaneous predilection for architecture, landscapes, and the animal
world. He currently uses a Canon EOS 700D and an iPhone 12Pro. He has
published a photographic collection entitled Geometrie del Quotidiano.
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IG @galatea_e_nikola
FB @Alessandro Villanucci

Nikolay

V

lahov

The driving force that leads me and stimulates me to make art is my inner
necessity to communicate with myself. Most of my paintings could be
considered meetings with my innermost spiritual and mental being,
as an inner and most intimate conversation with myself, or a soliloquy
dialog of contemplation set in shapes and colors.
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www.artborn.net
IG @artbornnet

M

atina Vossou

An ephemeral crossing

saatchiart.com/account
/profile/1398719
IG @matinavossou
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Hobo don quixote (and Sancho Panza)

Judith & the equation of time

Matina Vossou is a self-taught artist living in Athens, Greece. She uses
acrylics and a toothpick, a technique that she learned from her father.
She paints faces like perfectly unfinished mosaics of emotions and ideas.
She believes that every face is a journey and probably looking at them is
going to be our longest and most knowledgeable trip. Her most recent
participations were in Onboards Biennale (Antwerp) and in Emerging
Scene (Dubai). She has exhibited her artworks in MADS Gallery in Milan.

E

ric Weytens
ericweytens.com
IG @ericweytens
FB @EricWeytensPhotographies

art

Bruxelles

Alternately press photographer, portraitist, nude specialist, landscape
or commercial photographer. Eric Weytens is, first of all, a true craftsman
with a deep passion for fine imagery. Eric is an internationally recognized
award-winning artist with several exhibitions in Belgium and Germany
behind him. Over the years, he achieved his own inimitable poetic style,
consisting of perfectly mastered lights, rigorous framing, and a unique
gaze on the world.
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wiernik

Departure

IG @jagoda_nz_art
FB @Jagoda Natalia Zwiernik

Dissonance

Look for a husband

Jagoda Natalia Zwiernik is a visual artist that has been living and working
in Edinburgh, Scotland. Studied Interior Design & Architecture at the
Institute of Visual Arts of the University of Zielona Góra and Faculty of
Sculpture and Spatial Activities at the Academy of Fine Arts in Poznań,
Poland. She is most inspired by people and their stories, as well as by the
social situation to which she feels obligated to respond. She exhibited her
artworks in Poland, Hungary, Italy, Spain, Belgium, and the UK.
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Depth of my soul

Jagoda
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last but not least

Yannick William Assiedou ”Underwater Love”

Anna Rendecka ”Diptych Antynomia”

João Góis
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Monika Kokošková

Uslada ”Flower Moon”

partners

belgianart.be

polishwomenphotographers.com
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